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Abstract
Results of the numerical simulation of the hollow high-current
ion beam (HHCIB) dynamics in two magnet-isolated accelerating gaps separated by the drift gap are presented. The previous
study has shown that the good charge and current compensations
of the ion beam by the specially injected electron beam occur
in the accelerating gaps of the induction linac. However in the
drift gap the high positive electric potential due to the positive
space charge of HHCIB was obtained because the essential difference between the electron and ion drift velocities exists under this compensation method. This disadvantage impairing the
brightness of the ion beam can be considerably reduced by the
additional injection of the thermal electrons into the drift region.
In present report the some cases of the cold electron injection into
drift gap are considered. The more optimal regime for the effective charge and current compensations of HHCIB without loss in
the stability of ion beam was found.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the last ten years the production of charge compensation
high-current beams by means of the linear high-current accelerator (linac) with magnet-isolated accelerating gaps are promising
for controlled thermonuclear fusion research [1], [2]. The one
of the many problems, which requires the particular attention, is
the good charge compensation of the ion beam for suppressing
the space-charge forces impairing the ion beam brightness. As
shown our early numerical investigation [3]–[5] the ion beam is
effectively neutralized only in the magnet-isolated accelerating
gaps with the electron beam. The aim of the present work was
the numerical optimization of the ion and electron beams propagation through the two magnet-isolated accelerating gaps separated by the drift gap.

the zeroth and first moments of the distribution functions.
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m0 c2 , where !pe
n0ee2 =m0 1=2 is the electron plasma
frequency, n0e; m0 ; e are the initial density, rest mass and charge
of the electrons respectively, Tce is the temperature of cold electrons.
The initial velocity of a given sort (s) of particles is defined by
the boundary conditions for the distribution functions at z
:
fs ms ~u; R~ ; t  ur  uz u0s  u at rmin rrmax and
vz > . Here rmin and rmax are the minimum and maximum
beams radii respectively which define the initial r-coordinates of
Vs = Vs 2 1=2, Vs is a beams velocity. At
particles, u0s
r ; r rL set the reflection regime. The particles exit free
zL . At the initial time the
from the simulation region at z
particles are absent in modeling region.
The boundary conditions for the potentials are
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II. EQUATIONS AND MODEL
r = 0 : @=@r = 0
To describe the collisionless plasma dy namics of beams the
@Az =@r = Ar = @A =@r = 0,
set of relativistic Vlasov’s equations for the distribution func- r = r :  = (z ) A = A = A = 0;
L
z
r

tions of particles f (~
p; R~ ; t) in the axisymmetric (@=@ = 0)
~ = (r; z ) has been used for the investiga- where (z ) = n , n = 0; : : :; K in the drift gap, and
cylindrical geometry R
tion of the transient and stationary processes in linac (here p
~ is (z ) = (n 1) + + z z (3n 2)z , n = 1; : : :; K
~
momentum). The self-consistent electric E (r; z ) and magnetic in the accelerating gaps,  = (L 0 )=K, z = zL =(3K)
B~ (r; z ) fields including in Vlasov’s equations are determined by are the potential difference across the accelerating gap and the
the Maxwell’s equations, the right hands of which are defined as

length of one, K is the total number of cusps. The initial condi-
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tions for the self-consistent fields are  Az Ar A
(here is Laplasian).
The configuration of the external magnetic field is defined by
B0 I1 kr
the expression A
kz where I1 kr is the
k
first order modified Bessel function, B0 is the amplitude of magnetic field, and k K=zL .
The dynamics of particles is analyzed numerically using the
modified discrete scheme of Belova, et.al. [3].
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III. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Our previous investigations [3]–[5] of the interaction of a hollow magnetized electron beam with a hollow high-current unmagnetized ion beam injecting along z -axis into external magnetic field of both one- and two- cusps have shown that (i) charge
and current compensations of the ion beam by the specially injected electron beam occur; (ii) the ion beam is stable for the
time greater than the reciprocal Larmor and Langmuir ion frequencies; (iii) the brightness of the ion beam is impaired in the
drift gap between two accelerating gaps of linac since the large
positive space charge is generated by ions uncompensated by the
retarded electrons of relativistic electron beam.
With the aim of optimization of the ion beam propagation
through the drift gap of the two cusps linac we have studied the
three ways of the ion beam compensation by the additional cold
electrons injection. In all cases the beam current densities were
equal to qen0e Ve qi n0iVi . The mass ratio was mi =me
,
me
m0 , the number of particles in the cell was Ne
,
Ni
. The electron and ion beam velocity were supposed
Ve : , Vi : respectively. The minimum and maximum beams radii were rmin
and rmax
: .The length
and radius of the chamber were zL
: and rL
:.
The amplitude of the external field was B0
: . The potential difference across one cusp was equal to 
: . The
velocities of cold electrons were defined by Maxwellian distribution function with the temperature Tce
: .
In first case the thermal electrons injection in drift gap has
been started when the ion beam passed = zL of linac. By which
time the ion beam was significantly spread and the cold electron
cloud could not effectively compensate the ion beam. The maximum of the scalar potential has diminished moderately.
In second case the original injection of the thermal electrons
was used. At first the cold electrons were injected into the ion
beam which came out from the first cusp. Thereafter the injector of thermal electrons was localized at the center of the drift
gap. And finally the thermal electrons were injected into ion
beam coming out from the second cusp. That is the injection has
been started when the ion beam passed = zL , = zL, = zL of
linac. In this case the thermal electrons formed the negative bulk
charge considerable compensating the charge and current of ion
beam. This way of injection can be easy performed in a computational simulation and shown the encouraging results but it has
not a perspective in real experiments. The results have shown
that the thermal electron injection is to ahead of the front of an
ion beam.
Finally in third case the thermal electrons injection was started
at the initial stage of injection of both the relativistic electron
beam and the high-current ion beam to linac. The calculations
were continued in during about ten reciprocal Larmor ion fre-
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quency. The results of the simulation are demonstrated in fig.1,2.
Fig.1 shows the distribution of  r; z ,  r; z and jz r; z for
case without the thermal electrons injection (a), and with the additional injection of cold electron into the drift gap (b) once the
ion beam has passed both of cusps. The maximum of the scalar
potential in fig.1b is considerably low than in fig.1a. The distribution of the scalar potential shows that the system as a whole
was charged negative. A great negative potential aid in additional focusing the ion beam. Fig.2 demonstrates the distribution
functions of the electrons and ions at the stationary state for the
case without thermal electron compensation (a) and for case with
thermal electron compensation (b), and in fig.2c the time dependencies of the space-average ion beam velocity are compared.
The maximum of the ion velocity were about : as shown in
fig.2c. It is seen that the ion beam is effectively accelerated and
has the high brightness in this simulation.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
The
performed
investigations
of
the
beams
propagation through the magnet-isolated accelerating gap of the
induction linac has shown that the charge and current compensations of HHCIB by the accompanying relativistic electron beam
and the thermal electron injection into drift gap are effectively.
The aim of the following studies is to be a search of the optimal
values of both accelerating field and electron beam energies.
The authors are grateful to Professor Ya.B. Fainberg for useful
discussions.
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(r; z), axial current density jz (r; z) at t = 640 for the

Figure 1. Distributions of the total charge density  r; z , scalar potential 
case without additional electron injection a and with one b .
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Figure 2. Distributions functions f V of electron (1) and ion (2) beams versus the longitudinal Vz and transverse Vr velocities
at the stationary state ohne the thermal electron injection a and with the thermal injection b . Distributions of the averaged ion
velocity < Vi > c versus the time ohne the thermal electron injection 3 and with one .
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